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Abstract 
 
The goal of this study is to determine whether aspects of modern life predispose 
individuals to different patterns of trauma than earlier populations.  The specific patterns and 
susceptibilities to injury may be unique to individual populations and provide a reference in 
order to gauge quality of life and health status for the populations under study.  The present 
investigation was conducted using the Hamann-Todd Osteological Collection and the William 
M. Bass Donated Collection.  The analysis of both collections was conducted macroscopically 
without the aid of radiographs.  Only complete, adult specimens were used to allow for greater 
statistical power, according to the method of Lovejoy and Heiple (1981) and Judd (2002).  Each 
element of the skeleton, except for hands and feet, was visually inspected for the presence or 
absence of fractures.  Demographic information was recorded for each individual and includes 
cause of death, age, sex, and ancestry.  Statistical analyses were performed using  SAS Version 
9.1.3 (2003) and SPSS Version 16.0 (2007).  The frequency data generated by the two 
collections in this study were analyzed using cross-tabulations with Chi-square tests, to 
determine if any differences occurred between the earlier and later populations, as well as 
between age, sex, and ancestry groups.  The results indicate that differences exist across the 
demographic categories.  The variation inherent in the sample may be attributed to the fact that 
the Hamann-Todd collection was created from a more socio-economically disadvantaged 
population, as compared to the Bass donated collection.  Overall, there is significant variation 
found between the seven groups included in this study, which helps garner a further 
understanding of modern injury patterns. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
 
The anthropological literature is littered with fracture analysis research; however, few 
studies take as their aim the comparison of populations in reference to secular change in fracture 
patterns (Angel 1974; Buhr and Cooke 1959; Court-Brown and Koval 2006; Donaldson et al. 
1990; Galloway 1999; Lovejoy and Heiple 1981; Lovell 1997; Walker 2001).  It seems intuitive 
that modern activities would predispose populations to different risks, and therefore different 
injury patterns.  It is not well understood whether there is a clear difference between pre-
antibiotic and modern populations in reference to where fractures occur and in what frequency 
they occur.  In addition, few studies take into account the effects of ancestry, age, and sex on 
these frequencies.  The goal of this study is to determine whether aspects of modern life 
predispose individuals to different patterns of trauma than earlier populations.  The specific 
patterns and susceptibilities to injury may be unique to individual populations and provide a 
reference in order to gauge quality of life and health status for the populations under study.  
Information of this variety can be used to determine lifestyle factors that predisposed 
archaeological populations to injury, as well as to predict what injury patterns will be represented 
in modern medical institutions, based on the lifestyle of the populations feeding into those 
systems. 
The modern population included in this study is the William M. Bass Collection housed 
in the Department of Anthropology at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville.  The individuals 
curated in this collection have been donated to the Forensic Anthropology Center, with most 
individuals donated from the state of Tennessee.  They have been used in taphonomic research, 
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as well as skeletal studies.  The ancestral breakdown is primarily white (around 92%) and black 
(around 8%) with a small number of Asians and Hispanics represented (Dr. Lee Meadows Jantz, 
personal communication, April 2009).  The state of Tennessee has a median income of around 
$51,945, and 13.7% of the population is without health insurance (U.S. Census Bureau 2007).  
Since the majority of donors come from the state of Tennessee, statewide health parameters will 
be used to judge the health and socioeconomic status of the collection as a whole, though in 
some cases individual information is available.   
The pre-antibiotic population that will be under study is the Hamann-Todd Collection, 
which is housed at the Cleveland Museum of Natural History.  The collection is composed of 
individuals of black and white ancestry, both men and women, who were born between 1825 and 
1910 (Mensforth and Latimer 1989).  These individuals were born in America and Europe and 
represent a diverse, urban industrial community.  The birth years of this cohort predate the 
initiation and widespread use of antibiotics, hormonal replacement therapies, and nutritional 
dietary supplements.  This is important to the study, because the health and nutritional status of 
an individual bears directly on how a bone handles the force of a traumatic impact, as well as 
how the body heals after a traumatic event (Mensforth and Latimer 1989). 
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Chapter 2: Fractures and fracture healing 
 
In general, there are two different types of traumatic force: direct and indirect.  Direct 
trauma involves a break at the point where an external force has been placed on the bone.  
Indirect trauma involves a break at a point other than where the external force was placed (Hart 
2005; Lovell 1997).  The focus of this study will be on fractures that have occurred due to direct 
and indirect traumatic events.  A fracture is defined as any break that destroys the continuity of a 
bone (Lovell 1997).  There are several types of fractures that can occur, due to a variety of 
forces; however, this study takes as its aim the frequency, rather than the type of fracture.  In 
particular, this study concerns where the fracture occurs, as well as how it has healed, or not 
healed.   
The rates of healing can differ from bone to bone, and are sensitive to the particular 
characteristics of the force that produced the break.  In general, there are five stages of healing 
for tubular bone, which are summarized as follows from Lovell (1997).  
 Stage One- The fracture ends die as a hematoma forms around the break.   
         This occurs within 24 hours after the event. 
 
Stage Two- The fracture is bridged, as osteoid is deposited around the        ends 
by periosteum and endosteum osteoblasts.  This is visible in dry bone 
and occurs around three weeks after the event. 
 
Stage Three- A callus of woven bone forms from the mineralization of the 
deposited osteoid.  This process occurs between three to nine weeks. 
 
Stage Four- The callus gives way to mature lamellar bone, which forms a solid 
union around the affected area.  This can occur between a few weeks 
to a few months. 
 
Stage Five- The bone gradually remodels the fracture site, and hopefully the 
original form is regained.  This can occur from six to nine years after 
the event. 
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As a general rule, the upper limbs tend to heal faster than the bones of the lower limbs.  
Transverse fractures will also heal more slowly than spiral or oblique fractures.  The stage of 
healing allows for estimates to be made of when the fracture occurred, but only in cases where 
healing can be clearly identified (Lovell 1997). 
 There are several caveats to be considered when dealing with fracture data of this nature.  
Multiple factors that cannot be known by the researcher, in many cases, characterize the trauma.  
The circumstances and geographic location of the traumatic event, for example, are often not 
known.  In addition, some very well healed fractures may pass undetected in a macroscopic 
analysis, which can underestimate the incidence of fracture (Judd and Roberts 1998).  The most 
salient issue is distinguishing peri-mortem breaks from post-mortem breaks.  It is therefore 
necessary to determine what characteristics allow the researcher to distinguish these types of 
trauma reliably (Grauer and Roberts 1996; Judd and Roberts 1998).  Despite the drawbacks 
associated with this kind of data, the benefits outweigh the potential risks. There is still a lot of 
useful information that can be drawn from a study of this nature; therefore, all efforts to control 
these issues have been fully explored. 
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Chapter 3: Factors influencing fracture rates 
 
Three general categories communicate when a traumatic event happened in the life of an 
individual: ante-mortem, peri-mortem, and post-mortem.  These translate to events that happened 
before death, around the time of death, and after death, respectively (Lovell 1997). Ante-mortem 
and peri-mortem fractures are characterized by evidence of healing, uniform stains due to soil, 
dirt, vegetation and water, fracture edges with oblique angles, stellate, concentric, and radiating 
fracture lines; in addition greenstick, incomplete, spiral, depressed, and compressed fractures are 
the result of forces acting on living bone.  In contrast, post-mortem breaks are characterized by 
smaller fragments of bone resulting from the break, less uniformity in the coloration of fracture 
ends, squared fracture edges, and an overall absence of fracture patterning because post-mortem 
breaks occur on brittle bone (Grauer and Roberts 1996; Lovell 1997; Walker 2001; Wheatley 
2008).   
Many factors affect the rate at which a fracture heals.  These factors include diet, health, 
infection, age, and bone affected to name a few (Lovell 1997).  These factors can therefore lead 
to complications in how a bone heals.  For example, a bone will experience delayed union if 
fracture ends do not heal in the normal time required for an individual of known age and sex.  
This could be due to infection, poor health, or any combination of factors.  In addition, a 
malunion can occur, which is characterized by a fracture healing with a deformity.  This kind of 
complication can arise if the fracture is not reduced and manipulated by a medical professional.  
Lastly, a nonunion will result if the fracture ends fail to unite and the marrow cavity of each end 
closes.  These complications can have lasting effects on how the limb is used, or not used, by the 
individual during the remainder of his or her lifetime (Lovell 1997). 
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Lifestyle choices, as well as biological and environmental factors, can predispose certain 
individuals to fracture.  Habitual daily activities combined with poor health characterize the risk 
factors for many populations experiencing high fracture rates.  These can include a sedentary 
lifestyle, tobacco smoking, alcoholism, and poor diet (Johansson et al. 1991; Judd and Roberts 
1998).  An individual‟s age, deteriorating senses, osteoporosis, hormonal changes, poor health, 
and/or inactivity all contribute to biological predispositions to fracture.  Environmentally, several 
factors can increase an individual‟s rate of fracture, including geographic location, climate, 
technological level, occupation, and participation in sporting activities (Johansson et al. 1991; 
Judd and Roberts 1998).  In addition, modern ways of life have introduced longer lives that are 
on average less laborious than earlier time periods, as well as city crowding, violent crime, 
automobiles accidents, and accidents due to urban dwellings (Angel 1974).  All of these factors 
interplay to form an individual‟s unique susceptibility to fracture. 
A closer look at biological factors reveals that different ages and sexes experience 
different rates of fracture.  Johansson et al. (1991) found that young individuals incurred 
fractures as a result of their participation in sporting activities.  Because an individual reaches 
peak bone mass around age 25, it would seem that the bones of sub-adults would be more 
susceptible, due to their continuing growth and development.  In contrast, they have also found 
that older individuals have a higher fracture rate, which is due to the effects of less bone density 
and osteoporosis.  These results have been supported by Lovejoy and Heiple (1981), as they 
found that most individuals incurred fractures in very young or very old age groups.   In addition, 
males are often cited as having much greater rates of fracture than females (Grauer and Roberts 
1996; Judd and Roberts 1998; Walker 2001).  Novak (1999) points out, however, that there may 
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be differences in where men and women receive fractures, which may have a bearing on the 
level of violence to which the individual was subjected.   
Interpersonal violence is a feature of all cultures, past and present.  It can manifest itself 
in myriad ways in the human skeleton.  Gunay et al. (2001) have found that violent injuries are 
found 4.5 times more often in low socioeconomic classes, and males tend to be injured more 
often than females.  Muelleman et al. (1996) further states that in interpersonal disputes, the 
head, face, neck, throat, chest, and abdomen are the most common sites of injury.  Novak (1999) 
specifically identifies injury areas that are specific to domestic violence against women.  She 
states that battered women most frequently exhibit trauma to the teeth, orbits, mandibles, 
zygomaxillary complex, and nasal bones.  The weapons used in such attacks are most commonly 
hands and household objects.  There is a specific pattern of facial injuries, as well as trauma to 
the arms and anterior torso that identify a face-to-face pattern of violence.  There is also a large 
degree of gunshot trauma, as well as sharp force trauma that characterizes modern patterns of 
violence, which can all leave telltale signs on the skeleton.   
In addition, automobiles have introduced characteristic patterns of injury that are 
indicative of modern populations.  In many cases of automobile injury, the most highly affected 
area is the upper extremity (Conroy et al. 2007; Jurmain 2001).  In fact, many aspects of urban 
dwelling predispose populations to fractures from falls and accidents (Jonsson et al 1992).  There 
is a risk to rural dwelling as well, since agriculturalists often have to deal with large pieces of 
machinery and large animals that can easily maim or kill an individual (Judd and Roberts 1999).  
Each population must therefore be looked at individually to assess what behaviors predispose 
certain areas of the body to trauma.   
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Chapter 4: Patterns of Injury by Age and Sex 
 
 In addition to recognizing established patterns of bone healing, it should be mentioned 
that based on previous studies, there are four distinct patterns in reference to age, sex, and 
patterns of where fractures develop.  Buhr and Cooke (1959) were among the first to conduct an 
extensive study of fractures within a defined population.  The patients of the Radcliffe Infirmary 
in England were the sample population under study between the years of 1938 to 1957.  A total 
of 1,434 patients were assessed for the study with over 8,500 fractures, comprising a population 
of 70% women and 30% men.  The high proportion of fracture cases over this period of time 
allowed for four distinct patterns to be discerned from the data.  The fracture patterns are types 
L, A, J, and composite, which represent distinct risk factors and affected areas based on age and 
sex (Buhr and Cooke 1959). 
Type L 
 
 This class of injuries can be described as the pre-wage-earning fracture pattern, and is 
associated with fractures of youth (Buhr and Cooke 1959).  It is defined as a type “L” because a 
graph showing an age grade of fracture incidence roughly conforms to the shape of the letter 
“L.”  This means that there are more fractures early in life with a sharp decline in older years 
(see Figure 1).  Fracture trauma is common in both sexes during the years ascribed to their youth, 
though there is a clear preponderance of fractures among males.  In particular, there are 
approximately twice as many fractures among males, as there are associated fractures among 
females.  These fractures tend to affect bones that do not become appreciably brittle with age,  
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Figure 1.  This is an image from Buhr and Cooke (1959) illustrating the “L” fracture 
pattern of the distal end of the humerus.  Age is plotted on the x-axis, while frequency of 
fracture is plotted on the y-axis.  The male population is represented by the dotted line, and 
females are represented by the solid line. 
 
 
which include the lower end of the humerus, the shaft of the tibia, and the clavicle (Buhr and 
Cooke 1959).   
Type A 
 
 
 The fractures of type “A” represent the next class of age-related injuries, which are 
fractures of the wage-earning period (Buhr and Cooke 1959).  The graph of incidence compared 
to age produces a rough approximation of the letter “A”, which is where the label is derived (see 
Figure 2).  This means that there is a preponderance of fractures during middle age, with a 
distinct tapering off at the early and later stages of life.  There is a predominance of fractures in 
males, and the male to female ratio of injury becomes 3.3:1 (Buhr and Cooke 1959).  In addition, 
there are a small number of fractures of this type in females at all ages.  The prevalence of male 
fractures is ascribed to injuries at work, and since men comprised the majority of the work force  
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Figure 2.  This is an image from Buhr and Cooke (1959) illustrating an “A” type fracture 
pattern of the phalanges of the foot.  Age is plotted on the x-axis, while frequency of 
fracture is plotted on the y-axis.  The male population is represented by the dotted line, and 
females are represented by the solid line. 
 
at this time, it is of little surprise that they represent the most injuries of this type.  The bones 
affected are predominantly the hands and feet, but the medial malleolus of the tibia, spine, and 
ribs are also affected (Buhr and Cooke 1959). 
Type J 
 
 The post-wage-earning period is characterized by fracture patterns that fall into the type 
„J” form (Buhr and Cooke 1959).  The type “J” is representative of few fractures in youth, with 
an increasingly high incidence in older age groups (see Figure 3).  Fractures of this type only 
occur in the young as a result of a considerable amount of violence, which usually affects males.  
In contrast, the fractures of the older age groups are predominantly among females, which may 
be attributed to more brittle bones in elderly women (Buhr and Cooke 1959).  The male to 
female ratio for this class of fractures is 1:1.4, which represents a departure from the male 
prevalence of fractures  
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Figure 3.  This is an image from Buhr and Cooke (1959) illustrating a “J” type fracture 
pattern of the upper femur.  Age is plotted on the x-axis, while frequency of fracture is 
plotted on the y-axis.  The male population is represented by the dotted line, and females 
are represented by the solid line. 
 
 
found in previous types.  The bones that are most affected by these types of fractures are also 
arguably some of the bones most susceptible to density loss due to old age, which include the 
upper humerus, the shaft of the humerus, the upper femur, both malleoli of the tibia and fibula, 
and the pelvis (Buhr and Cooke 1959).   
 
Composite Type 
 
 
The composite type is represented by one of two forms (see Figure 4): a double peak (one 
in youth and one in old age) in both sexes, or an “L” pattern in males and a “J” pattern in 
females, in reference to incidence/age graphs (Buhr and Cooke 1959).  The male to female ratio 
is roughly 1:1 with no obvious explanation or pattern as to why these fractures occur in this 
pattern.  The bones that are most affected in this manner include the upper and lower radius, the  
lower ulna, the shaft of the femur, the proximal end of the tibia, and the lateral malleolus of the 
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Figure 4. This is an image from Buhr and Cook (1959) showing the composite type fracture 
pattern of the lower portion of the forearm.  Age is plotted on the x-axis, while frequency of 
fracture is plotted on the y-axis.  The male population is represented by the dotted line, and 
females are represented by the solid line. 
 
 
fibula (Buhr and Cooke 1959).   
 In light of the findings of the Buhr and Cooke (1959) study, there are several conclusions 
that can be drawn from the data.  First, fractures can be considered effects of external and 
internal causes that have differential effects at different stages of life.  Specifically, among the 
young, there is a prevalence of fractures due to external forces, such as sporting and vehicular 
accidents.  This reflects the fact that it is more likely that violent external forces will result in a 
fracture, since the young, strong bones of youth are less susceptible to injury from minor trauma 
(Buhr and Cooke 1959).  In contrast, individuals in the elderly age groups are more susceptible 
to fractures from internal forces, as well as falls.  The increased susceptibility of aged individuals 
is due in part to a decrease in bone density after the age of 55.  There is also an associated 
decrease in the water content of the bone, which can drop by as much as 10% in old age (Buhr 
and Cooke 1959).  The increasing brittleness of bone paired with impaired vision and motor 
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skills makes the elderly particularly susceptible to fractures from minor trauma such as falls.  
The results of the Buhr and Cooke (1959) reveal that different injury patterns can be linked with 
the unique risks present at several life stages, thereby creating a framework for the assessment of 
fractures in future studies. 
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Chapter 5: Current injury distribution patterns 
 
 
Since the contributions of Buhr and Cooke (1959), there have been few studies that focus on 
the distribution of fractures and their epidemiology.  The most current example comes from 
Court-Brown and Koval (2006), who identify eight basic distribution curves in fracture analysis, 
as well as an additional curve that is idiosyncratic to falls down stairs/slopes.  The study 
population draws from the Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh, Scotland.  During the year 2000, they 
conducted a fracture analysis of 534,715 patients over the age of 12 years and found a total of 
5,953 fractures (Court-Brown and Koval 2006).  The overall incidence per year is 11.13 fractures 
in 1,000 individuals, which is further subdivided between women and men as 11.67 and 10.65 
per 1000, respectively (Court-Brown and Koval 2006).   The distribution curves developed by 
Court-Brown and Koval (2006) highlight differences, as well as similarities, between the sexes 
and also highlight age differences by sex. 
 
Type A 
 
 The type “A” curve is considered to be a typical fracture distribution curve.  There is a 
unimodal distribution of fractures for both sexes (see Figure 5).  The male group shows that 
fractures predominate in young men, whereas in the female group the fracture incidence is 
highest among older women (Court-Brown and Koval 2006).   The  
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Figure 5. The type A fracture distribution from Court-Brown and Koval (2006). 
 
 
bones that usually display this type of distribution are the scapula, tibial diaphysis, distal radius, 
ankle, and the metatarsus, which are usually injured due to a twisting motion/fall (Court-Brown 
and Koval 2006).    
Type B 
 
 The type “B” distribution is unimodal, favoring young men with a small number of 
female fractures across the age groups (see Figure 6).  The bones most commonly affected in this 
pattern are the bones of the hand and wrist.  The modes of injury are a fall from a height (i.e. 
greater than six feet), a direct blow/assault, motorcycle accidents, and gunshot wounds (Court-
Brown and Koval 2006).   
Type C 
 The type “C” distribution is unimodal for both sexes with fractures occurring rarely after 
middle age (see Figure 7).  On average, there are fewer female fractures than 
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Figure 6. The type B fracture distribution from Court-Brown and Koval (2006). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. The type C fracture distribution from Court-Brown and Koval (2006). 
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male fractures, and most injuries tend to occur in the foot.  The modes of injury are sports, and 
vehicular accidents involving cyclists (Court-Brown and Koval 2006).   
Type D 
 
 
 The type “D” distribution is characterized by a unimodal male distribution that favors 
young men, as well as a bimodal female distribution that favors younger and older women (see 
Figure 8).  The second female peak tends to occur around the time of menopause and may be 
related to the effects of osteoporosis and the loss of bone mineral density.  The bones that are 
usually affected include the proximal forearm, the forearm diaphyses, and the proximal tibia 
(Court-Brown and Koval 2006).   
Type E 
 
 
 The type “E” distribution displays a unimodal female distribution that favors older 
women, with relatively few male fractures throughout the age groups (see Figure 9).  The 
 
Figure 8. The type D fracture distribution from Court-Brown and Koval (2006). 
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Figure 9. The type E fracture distribution from Court-Brown and Koval (2006). 
 
 
fractures included in this group are those of the pelvis, distal humerus, distal radius, and distal 
femur (Court-Brown and Koval 2006).   
Type F 
 
 The type “F” distribution is unimodal for both sexes with individuals of older age most 
affected (see Figure 10).  There are slightly more female fractures than male fractures, and most 
injuries are attributed to falls from a standing height.  The bones that are most affected by this 
distribution are the proximal humerus, humeral diaphysis, proximal femur, femoral diaphysis, 
and the patella (Court-Brown and Koval 2006).   
Type G 
 
 
 The type “G” distribution is characterized by a unimodal female group that favors older 
women, and a bimodal male group that favors younger and older men (see Figure 11).  The 
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Figure 10. The type F fracture distribution from Court-Brown and Koval (2006). 
 
 
 
Figure 11. The type G fracture distribution from Court-Brown and Koval (2006). 
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bones affected in this manner include the calcaneus and the clavicle.  The mode of injury is often 
a vehicular accident affecting a pedestrian (Court-Brown and Koval 2006).   
Type H 
 
 
 The type “H” fracture pattern is characterized by bimodality in both the sexes, with a 
small peak in younger individuals that is followed by a larger peak in older individuals (see 
Figure 12).  The bones affected are the humeral diaphysis, tibial plateau, and the spine.  The 
mode of injury is often stress/spontaneous injury, as well as vehicular accidents affecting the 
vehicle occupants (Court-Brown and Koval 2006).   
Type I 
 
 
 The type “I” curve is characterized by a female distribution that is linear and increases 
with increasing age.  The male group is unimodal with an increase in old age (see Figure 13).   
These types of distributions can affect multiple bones and are usually the result of falls down 
stairs and slopes (Court-Brown and Koval 2006).   
Common fractures 
 
 
 In the study population analyzed by Court-Brown and Koval (2006), the most common 
fracture site was the distal radius regardless of sex and age.  The fracture ratio across all fractures 
was approximately equal for men and women.  Inequalities did exist, however, among age 
groups and only types B and C were not associated with old age.  Fractures due to osteoporosis 
were prevalent in the older age groups and usually manifest as fractures of the proximal femur, 
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Figure 12. The type H fracture distribution from Court-Brown and Koval (2006). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13. The type I fracture distribution from Court-Brown and Koval (2006). 
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distal radius, proximal humerus, and the vertebrae (Court-Brown and Koval 2006).  The patterns 
seen here are due to the mechanisms of injury, which are intimately tied to mode of injury. 
 
Modes of injury 
 
 
 Court-Brown and Koval (2006) identify twelve general modes of injury and align these 
modes with the eight injury curves developed through their study.  The most common mode is a 
fall from a standing height.  The injury curve that is associated with this mode is a type F.  In 
particular, the upper body is more affected by this mode of injury than the lower body, with a 
high prevalence of distal radius fractures.  In the elderly, proximal femur fractures predominate 
due to the brittle nature of bone due to advancing age and osteoporosis (Court-Brown and Koval 
2006).  In contrast, falls from a height over six feet result in a type B distribution.  These tend to 
be more severe fractures than those from a standing height and they affect the feet, ankle, 
forearms, pelvis, and the spine (Court-Brown and Koval 2006).  Falls down stairs also create a 
unique distribution pattern from other falls and characterize a type I curve.  There is an overall 
similar distribution across the upper and lower body, however differences exist among age 
groups, as younger individuals tend to injure the ankle and older individuals tend to injure the 
distal radius (Court-Brown and Koval 2006).  Another large class of fractures can be explained 
by motor vehicle accidents whose injury patterns vary markedly from falls. 
 In general, motor vehicle accidents affect the hand, foot, clavicle, humeral diaphysis, 
tibial plateau, and the spine (Court-Brown and Koval 2006).  Specifically, these injuries are 
subdivided into injuries of occupants, pedestrians, cyclists, and motorcyclists.  Injuries to 
occupants characterize a type H distribution and are often very severe injuries.  The areas that are 
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associated with this kind of damage are the femur, tibia, pelvis, spine, and in general, the lower 
limb (Court-Brown and Koval 2006).   The injuries of pedestrians can also be very severe and 
affect areas like the lower limb, pelvis, and spine.  The pelvis and spine tend to accrue the most 
damage, especially in the elderly.  These fractures also have a nearly 50/50 sex ratio, which 
differs from injuries of cyclists (Court-Brown and Koval 2006).  Motorcyclists tend to be male 
and the injuries associated with an accident are usually confined to the upper limb, pelvis, and 
spine.  The distribution is a type B, and more males than females are affected in a 9:1 ratio.  
Cyclists also display injuries of the upper limb, but these fit into a type C distribution (Court-
Brown and Koval 2006).  A type C distribution is also characteristic of sporting injuries and 
certain stress/spontaneous injuries. 
 Sporting injuries are prevalent among younger age groups and disproportionately affect 
men and the bones of the upper limb (Court-Brown and Koval 2006).  In older individuals, there 
are also a high number of ankle injuries.  These kinds of patterns can also be seen in 
stress/spontaneous injuries.  Fatigue fractures, as well as sporting injuries, both share a type C 
distribution.  Insufficiency fractures, however, have a type E distribution and mostly affect the 
lower limb. If fatigue and insufficiency fractures are considered as a group, then the distribution 
changes to a type H.  These fractures tend to be less prevalent, however, especially when 
compared to distributions like type B (Court-Brown and Koval 2006). 
 Direct blows/assaults and ballistic trauma display a type B distribution that usually 
affects the lower limb, hands, and arms (Court-Brown and Koval 2006).  Court-Brown and 
Koval (2006) acknowledge that in Scotland, there are usually more cases of stabbings than 
gunshot wounds and they have looked to the American medical literature to tease out the 
distributions for gunshot wounds.  These types of injuries are rare in Scotland and occur in lower 
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frequencies like fractures from “other” modes of injury, which include injuries due to dementia, 
intoxication, and epileptic fits (Court-Brown and Koval 2006).  Twisting injuries also tend to 
appear infrequently in the sample and affect both the young and old with a type A distribution.  
Most fractures occur in the lower limb, as well as the fingers (Court-Brown and Koval 2006).  In 
general, falls and motor vehicle accidents represent the largest classes of fractures and are most 
often encountered in the Scottish sample. 
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Chapter 6: Fractures by Bone 
 
The areas of the skeleton that are most commonly fractured vary from study to study, and 
thus population to population.  There are, however, several areas that show up most commonly in 
skeletal collections, as well as modern clinical settings.  These areas will be identified and 
mechanisms of injury will be discussed for each bone, or set of bones, under investigation in this 
study (additional pictures of fractures for the included sections are contained in the Appendix).  
The goal of these discussions is to identify previous research, in order to compare and contrast 
the results presented in this project. 
Cranium 
 
 
 The areas of the cranium will be divided into the vault, base, zygomas, orbits, nasals, 
maxilla, and mandible.  Many cranial injuries are focused on the vault, which includes the 
frontal, parietals, temporals, and occipital bones (Djuric et al. 2006; Lovell 1997).  Fractures of 
the vault are often caused by direct trauma from interpersonal violence, or indirect trauma such 
as a fall (see Figure 14).  In cases of blunt force trauma, the vault is the area most frequently 
affected, with the sphenoid coming in second in number of cases (Lovell 1997).  
 In assault cases involving the frontal bone, it has been found that there are more fractures 
to the left, rather than the right, side, which can be attributed to the predominance of right-
handed individuals, and therefore right-handed attackers (Djuric et al. 2006). Walker (2001) 
examined modern cases of English trauma and found that 83% of fractures resulted from facial 
injury.  Lovell (1997) supported these claims and found that the nasals and zygomas were the 
most affected sites in cases involving interpersonal violence.  In addition, Komar and Lathrop  
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Figure 14.  Damage to the right parietal and temporal in a black male from the Hamann-
Todd collection. 
 
(2006) also found that nasals are one of the most fractured bones in modern populations, as well 
as the maxillae.   
Craniofacial injury of this type is also characteristic of domestic violence, and is most 
typically seen in cases involving battered women (Muelleman et al. 1996).  The face is a 
particularly susceptible area to fracture, because the zygomas, maxillae, nasals, and orbital 
margins are mutually supportive.  A fracture in one of these areas will usually involve a fracture 
in at least one other area (Djuric et al. 2006).  There have also been studies of London patients 
that found nasal fractures to be the most prolific in British hospitals (Djuric et al. 2006).  There 
are many instances of cranial fracture, however, that cannot be attributed to intentional violence.  
Djuric et al. (2006) discovered that many fractures in a medieval Serbian population were due to 
agricultural activity and falls.  In addition, Teh et al. (2003) found that individuals that fell from 
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a certain height had more head injuries than those individuals that had jumped from a similar 
elevation. The area of force can therefore have an enormous impact on how and where fractures 
develop, as well as giving a clue as to the circumstances surrounding the traumatic event. 
 
Vertebrae 
 
 
 There are several factors that commonly create fractures among the vertebrae, including 
indirect trauma, disease, and stress (see Figure 15).  Examples of indirect trauma are Schmorl‟s 
nodes, which are commonly attributed to falls or jumps onto the feet.  These nodes occur when 
there is a bulging of the disc‟s nucleus pulposus, which leads to bone resorption (Lovell 1997).  
An injury of this type is created by a vertical force transmitted through the long axis of the spinal 
column, in response to the force of a heavy fall onto the feet or buttocks, and is most often 
manifested in the thoracic and lumbar vertebrae (Adams and Hamblen 1999).   
 
Figure 15.  A vertebral fracture in a black male from the Bass collection, shown magnified 
at 175%. 
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Teh et al. (2003) found that individuals who jumped from a height had more injuries in  
the lumbar region, whereas fallers had more cervical spine and thoraco-lumbar injuries, which 
are more prevalent in historic and prehistoric skeletal cases of trauma. This similarity aids in the 
identification of these incidents as cases of accidental, rather than intentional injury (Angel 
1974).  In contrast, diseases such as osteoporosis can cause bone to become more brittle, causing 
compression fractures of the vertebrae, as the bone loses density and is unable to properly 
support the weight of the vertebral column (Adams and Hamblen 1999).  This leads to more of a 
crushed appearance, rather than a classic linear fracture pattern. 
 Habitual activities can also cause stress to the vertebral column, thereby increasing the 
susceptibility to fracture.  A common fracture among athletes and laborers is spondylolysis, 
which occurs when the neural arch of the vertebra is separated from the vertebral body (Lovell 
1997).  This is a common result of habitual, physical stress that involves reversals between 
lumbar hyperextension and flexion during the performance of daily activities.  This particular 
fracture affects the fourth and fifth lumbar vertebrae most frequently (Lovell 1997).  There is 
also a fracture labeled the “clay-shoveller‟s fracture” that affects the last cervical and first 
thoracic vertebrae, which is caused by the repeated motion of shoveling and is found among 
many types of laborers that engage in this type of repetitive motion (Lovell 1997).   
Ribs 
 
 
 Fractures of the ribs can have varied causes, which range from direct injury, to falls 
against hard objects, habitual labor, violent coughing, and in some cases laughing (Adams and  
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Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997).  Most rib fractures occur near the angle (see Figure 16), but the 
position of a fracture can reveal a lot of information about how it was formed.  For example, a 
force that originates from the front will produce a fracture near the angle, whereas a force from 
the back will cause a fracture closer to the spine.  In cases where a force is applied from the 
sides, there is the potential for both the area near the spine and the sternum to be affected (Lovell 
1997).  The fifth through ninth ribs are most often fractured, with the right side favored in a 
majority of cases.   
Teh et al. (2003) found that individuals who jump from a height have more right rib 
fractures on average, in contrast to fallers who have about equal rates of rib fracture for each 
side.  The first through third ribs, as well as the sternum, are affected less often and are usually 
only fractured if a high kinetic force is involved (Komar and Lathrop 2006; Lovell 1997).   
 
 
Figure 16. A rib fracture from a white male in the Hamann-Todd collection, shown here 
magnified at 175%. 
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Humerus 
 
 
 In many archaeological collections, as well as modern clinical samples, the most 
fractured area of the body is the upper limb.  This involves fractures of the humerus, ulna, and 
radius (Garraway et al. 1979; Judd and Roberts 1998).  The humerus is susceptible to the same 
forces of fracture as the bones previously mentioned.  Falls, direct trauma, and injuries due to 
aging and osteoporosis make up the majority of cases of fractured humeri (Johansson et al. 1991; 
Lovell 1997).  The neck of the humerus is especially susceptible to fractures from indirect 
trauma, such as falls.  This occurs when an individual falls onto an outstretched hand.  The 
incidence of these types of fractures increases as age increases, with osteoporosis playing a large 
role in increasing these fractures during old age (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Judd and Roberts 
1999; Lovell 1997).  The upper portion of the humerus also experiences increased fracture in 
pre-menopausal women, and this condition is exacerbated by tobacco use and a sedentary 
lifestyle (Johansson et al. 1991).   
In addition, the shaft of the humerus is susceptible to fracture from direct and indirect 
trauma in many cases.  This can take the form of an indirect twisting force, or direct violence 
(Adams and Hamblen 1999) (see Figure 17).  The supracondylar region is seldom affected in 
adults, but can be fractured in the event of a particularly violent fall on an outstretched hand.  In 
like form, the condyles and epicondyles are usually only fractured in children, but can be 
fractured in adults due to a heavy fall or a direct blow to the area (Adams and Hamblen 1999).   
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Figure 17.  The humerus of a black male from the Hamann-Todd collection with an injury 
that resulted in the loss of two-thirds of the bone. 
 
Ulna 
 
 
 In many skeletal populations, the ulna and the radius are the most common sites of 
fracture, with particularly high incidences among women in some cases (Djuric et al. 2006; 
Grauer and Roberts 1996; Judd and Roberts 1998; Judd and Roberts 1999).  In prehistoric 
populations, the most common element to be fractured is the ulna (Angel 1974; Jurmain 2001).   
The prevalence of ulna fractures is often used as direct evidence of interpersonal violence 
(Lovell 1997); however, it appears far more likely that these fractures occur due to accidental 
injury (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Grauer and Roberts 1996; Jurmain 2001; Walker 2001).  This 
is not to say that the “parry” fracture, which is created in an attempt to ward off a blow to the 
head, does not exist, only that it is very often over-reported, with many accidental injuries being 
lumped into the category of a “parry” fracture (Jurmain 2001; Walker 2001).  The upper ulna is 
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commonly fractured due to a fall with forced pronation of the forearm, or by a direct blow 
focused on the back of the upper forearm (Adams and Hamblen 1999) (see Figure 18).  The shaft 
can be fractured through the indirect force of a fall, or through the direct force applied by a blow 
to the forearm.  In addition, a fall onto the elbow, especially at the point, will result in a fracture 
to the olecranon and perhaps the radius and/or humerus (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Lovell 
1997).   
Radius 
 
 
 The radius can be divided into proximal, middle, and distal thirds in order to assess the 
area and mechanism of fracture.  The greater proportion of radial fractures occurs in the distal 
third of the bone and is termed “Colles‟ fractures” (Conroy et al. 2007; Jonsson et al. 1992; Judd 
and Roberts 1999; Lovell 1997).  These fractures are often attributed to falls onto an outstretched  
 
 
Figure 18.  The ulna of a white male from the Hamann-Todd collection that died as a result 
of a railroad accident. 
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hand, and the number of occurrences increases in direct proportion to an individual‟s age (see 
Figure 19) (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Johansson et al. 1991; Matkovic et al. 1979; Walker 
2001).  Fractures that occur at the distal radius are considered a fragility fracture, which means 
they are associated with the onset of old age.  In particular, post-menopausal women are 
susceptible to these types of fracture, especially if they are exhibiting signs of osteoporosis, 
which weakens bone density (Jonsson et al. 1992; Matkovic et al. 1979; Sogaard et al.2007).  
This type of fracture can be a good indicator of bone fragility in women above the age of 48, 
which is an average age of the onset of menopause (Matkovic et al. 1979).   
 The radius appears in the literature as one of the most frequently fractured bones in a 
number of studies.  The trend toward increasing urbanization has allowed individuals to come 
into contact with a variety of machines that can cause direct injury.  Conroy et al. (2007) have  
 
 
Figure 19.  A white male from the Hamann-Todd collection with a distal fracture of the 
right radius. 
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studied the differences in fracture patterns between drivers and passengers in automobile 
accidents.  In general, drivers tend to have more left-sided fractures, and passengers tend to have  
more fractures to their right side.  This is due to the location of the door in relation to the 
individual‟s body, specifically arm, at the time of impact.  Passengers tend to be injured by the 
front interior of the vehicle, whereas drivers are often injured by the steering wheel and airbag.  
The airbag is twice as likely to be the cause of a radial fracture, compared to any other source.  
Vehicular fractures in general are three times more likely to result in distal radial fractures than 
any other region of the bone (Conroy et al. 2007).   
 In addition, Teh et al. (2003) have analyzed the difference in fracture rates between 
jumpers and fallers.  There were 2,040 patients admitted from 1990 to 1998 by helicopter to the 
Royal London Hospital who sustained fracture injuries due to a jump or fall from a height.  
Radial fractures were more common in jumpers, rather than fallers, which could be linked to the 
position of the body during the fall.  The individuals who fell were usually falling from ladders 
or construction riggings and seldom fell in a feet-first position like the jumpers in the study.  In 
addition, there are usually more right radial fractures, which could indicate a greater proportion 
of right-handed individuals.  The radial injuries could therefore be attributed to an individual 
trying to break a fall once he or she landed from a jumper‟s position (Lovejoy and Heiple 1981; 
Teh et al. 2003).   
 Fractures of the radius can also occur as a result of direct trauma due to interpersonal 
violence.  Matthew et al. (1996) conducted a study of the trauma associated with 33 women 
beaten by their husbands.  Fractures of the forearm, or the olecranon, were present in 20 women 
among the 33 in the sample. This fracture was attributed to their posture during the attack.  The 
women had tried to ward off a blow to the head with their forearm, which resulted in a fracture.  
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In light of these findings, it can be ascertained that even though most of the occurrences of a 
radial fracture can be attributed to a fall, there may be some instances where interpersonal 
violence can be pinpointed as the cause of the fracture. 
Clavicle 
 
 
 The mechanism of injury for fractures of the clavicle is most often indirect violence (see 
Figure 20).  A fall onto the shoulder can transmit a force strong enough to crack or completely 
fracture the clavicle (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997).  The most common site of 
fracture is the junction of the middle and outermost thirds.  A fracture of the outer end of the 
clavicle is seen much less often.  In addition, the medial end of the clavicle can be fractured, and 
may involve the sternum if the force is great enough (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997).   
 
Figure 20. A fractured clavicle from a white male in the Bass collection. 
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 There have been several studies of archaeological material that have highlighted the 
clavicle as a common injury site among men, especially in agricultural settings (Judd and 
Roberts 1998; Judd and Roberts 1999; Lovejoy and Heiple 1981).  Judd and Roberts (1998)  
researched and assessed the fracture patterns of a cemetery sample associated with a medieval 
leper hospital.  In Chichester, England, the St. James and St. Mary Magdalene hospital existed in 
several forms from the 12
th
 to 17
th
 centuries A.D.   The associated cemetery yielded 212 
individuals that were appropriate for a fracture study.  Among the males, the clavicle was the 
most frequently fractured post-cranial element.  These fractures were attributed to accidents, 
rather than violence, in light of the physical deterioration that accompanies leprosy.  Leprosy 
often results in a loss of sensation to the feet that contributes to accidental falls, which increases 
in frequency as the disease progresses.  The phalanges of the hand will also atrophy, creating a 
claw-like appendage that is unable to break a fall; therefore, the shoulder was the site of impact 
for most falls.  This position is the main reason why there are such prolific clavicle fractures 
found in the Chichester sample (Judd and Roberts 1998). 
 Judd and Roberts (1999) applied the same methodology to a medieval British farming 
village and obtained similar results.  Raunds Furnells, located in the Nene Valley of the English 
East Midlands, was a farming village occupied from the 6
th
 to the 15
th
 century A.D.  There is a 
Christian Saxon Cemetery associated with the site that contained 363 burials that represent 200 
years of use by the villagers of Raunds Furnells.  In this study, males also exhibited a high rate of 
clavicle fracture, which is similar to that of the Chichester sample.  These fractures are attributed 
to falls (e.g. from a hayloft) and close contact with farm animals.  The same pattern can also be 
seen in Lovejoy and Heiple‟s (1981) study of a Late Woodland site, Libben, in Northern Ohio.  
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In this sample, the males also have a predilection for fractures of the clavicle, which is associated 
with accidents, rather than the risks of close contact with animals. 
Sternum 
 
 
 Injuries of the sternum are usually caused by one of two forces: a direct injury (see Figure 
21), or vertical compression of the thoracic cage with associated fractures of the thoracic spine 
(e.g. the force of a steering wheel against the chest in an auto accident).  The superior or inferior 
portion of the sternum may be affected, as well as surrounding ribs and the clavicle (Adams and 
Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997).  There may also be ballistic or sharp force trauma to the sternum, 
as this is a common place to be targeted during an assault (Lovell 1997).   
 In the study conducted by Teh et al. (2003), they found that sternal fractures were 
characteristic of certain types of falls.  If an individual was to experience a direct fall or a fall  
 
 
Figure 21.   The sternum of a black male from the Hamann-Todd collection who died as a 
result of homicide. 
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where the feet or the buttocks are the first to make impact, then there is a higher likelihood that 
he or she will have a sternal fracture.  This is due to the hyperflexion of the neck that causes the 
mandible to be violently thrust into the sternum, resulting in a fracture.  This kind of fracture is 
seen in 7% of jumpers and 2% of fallers, therefore highlighting the fact that more jumpers tend 
to land in a vertical position (Teh et al. 2003). 
 
Scapula 
 
 
 Fractures of the scapula tend to be fairly uncommon, but when they do occur, they are 
usually the result of direct violence (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997).  These fractures 
can be divided according to area affected, which includes the body, neck, acromion process and 
coracoid process.  Fractures of the body tend to heal quickly and with little deformity, since they 
are held in place by the surrounding muscle.  Fractures of the neck are defined as fractures that 
occur from the notch to the axillary border.  In many cases, the part bearing the articular surface 
is detached in a single piece from the body, with or without involvement of the glenoid fossa.  A 
fracture of the acromion process can range from a crack to a comminuted and displaced fracture.  
Lastly, the coracoid process often reacts to a force in the same manner as the acromion process 
and can range from a crack to a complete fracture (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997).  
 The prevalence of scapula fractures was also addressed by Teh et al. in their 2003 study 
of jumpers and fallers.  They found that in cases of falls from a height, scapula fractures were 
associated with rib fractures due to the force of impact and the position of the body upon landing.  
Scapula fractures were more frequent among fallers, who exhibited a 5% rate of fracture, as 
compared to jumpers, who had a 2% rate of fracture.  The difference is most likely due to the 
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fact that fallers have a greater tendency to fall on their sides, shoulders, and backs in comparison 
to jumpers. 
Pelvis 
 
 
 Fractures to the pelvis usually result from a force that is transmitted longitudinally 
through the femur resulting from direct injury or violence (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Lovell 
1997).  The areas that make up the pelvis (i.e. the sacrum, ilium, ischium, and pubis) are viewed 
as a ring structure and any fractures to this region usually occur as one of two types.  The first 
involves an isolated fracture that leaves the pelvic ring undisturbed.  The most common of this 
variety is a fracture of the superior or inferior ischio-pubic ramus, or in some cases both rami 
(Adams and Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997).  There may or may not be involvement of the 
acetabulum with this kind of fracture.  In addition, an isolated fracture may be seen on the wing 
of the ilium, which occurs from direct violence to the area (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Lovell 
1997).  The second type of fracture involves disruption of the pelvic ring structure (see Figure 
22) (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997).  The ring structure is normally fractured at two 
points approximately opposite of one another.  A common site of injury involves the ischio-
pubic rami as the anterior portion of the fracture, as well as the sacro-iliac joint as the posterior 
segment of the fracture (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997).  The mechanism of injury can 
be an anterior-posterior crushing force, compression from side to side, or a vertical shearing 
force (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997). 
 Teh et al. (2003) studied the frequency of pelvic fractures among their sample of jumpers 
and fallers from the Royal London Hospital.  They found that fractures in this area were due 
mostly to forces transmitted from the femur, which passed through the hip joint.  In general, hip  
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Figure 22.  The fractured pelvis of a white female from the Bass collection. 
 
fractures were more common in jumpers than in fallers.  Specifically, 34 % of jumpers exhibited 
fractures of the pubic rami and 14% had iliac fractures; the numbers are nine and eight percent  
for fallers, respectively (Teh et al. 2003).  The differences seen between jumpers and fallers are 
due to position on landing.  Jumpers are more likely to have a feet-first landing, which transmits 
the force from the jump vertically through the hip joint.  In contrast, fallers land on their sides 
and backs more often, which does not generate the same longitudinal forces though the hip joint 
(Teh et al. 2003). 
Femur 
 
 
 The femur can be subdivided into five regions for the sake of fracture analysis, which 
include the neck, trochanteric region, shaft, supracondylar region, and condyles (Adams and 
Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997).  Fractures of the neck are commonly seen in women over the age 
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of 60 years, who are usually exhibiting signs of osteoporosis.  The mechanism of injury is a fall 
or stumble that generates a rotational force that causes a fracture of the neck.   Complications 
that result from this type of injury are avascular necrosis and non-union (Adams and Hamblen 
1999; Lovell 1997).  The trochanteric region is defined as the area containing the trochanters, as 
well as the area between the greater and lesser trochanter (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Lovell 
1997).  These types of fractures are also common among the elderly and have a higher frequency 
in women 75 to 85 years of age.  The mechanism of injury is usually a fall, and like fractures of 
the neck it usually is more prevalent in individuals with osteoporosis (see Figure 23) (Adams and 
Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997).   
The shaft of the bone can be further divided into thirds, with incidence of fracture equal 
among the three areas.  These fractures usually result from severe violence (e.g. an auto accident) 
since this area of the bone tends to be robust and less susceptible to the rotational forces that  
 
 
Figure 23.  A fracture of the proximal femur from a white female in the Bass collection. 
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fracture the femoral neck (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997).   In particular, the upper 
half of the bone tends to be susceptible to pathological fracture from carcinomatous metastases.  
Open fractures of this type have a tendency to leave the bone susceptible to osteomyelitis, as 
well as damage to nerves, such as the sciatic nerve.  There is also a risk of mal-union if the bone 
is not properly set.  The average time of union varies, but after five months if the fracture is not 
significantly healed in an adult, then further medical attention is required (Adams and Hamblen 
1999; Lovell 1997).   
The supracondylar region has no clear line of demarcation, but is generally considered to 
be the area a few inches above the condyles (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997).  This area 
is just proximal to the flare out of the medial and lateral cortices that form the condyles.  
Fractures to this area usually result from direct injury.  The complications resulting from this 
type of injury are similar to other areas of the femur, and include mal-union and stiffness of the 
knee (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997).  Fractures of the condyles are uncommon and 
result from direct violence.  These injuries can result in two general types of fracture depending 
on location and type of force applied to the bone.  The first type of injury is a T-shape fracture 
that runs proximal to the condylar region and separates the medial and lateral condyles.  The 
second type is an oblique fracture that separates one condyle.  Both injuries can result in 
osteoarthritis later in life, as well as stiffness of the knee (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Lovell 
1997). 
There have been several studies that look at femoral fractures rates.  Matkovic et al. 
(1979) compared rates of proximal femur fracture among individuals in various regions of 
Yugoslavia.  Populations were defined by levels of calcium intake to see if there was a difference 
in fracture rate based on varying nutrition levels among rural populations.  Matkovic et al. (1979) 
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found that there were more fractures among populations with a lower calcium intake.  In 
addition, fractures of the proximal femur were identified as indicators of senility, osteoporosis, 
and osteomalacia within these populations (Matkovic et al. 1979).   
Teh et al. (2003) also found that lower limb injuries were the most common injuries in 
falls from a height.  Jumpers had a higher frequency of lower limb fractures, due to position on 
landing.  Jumpers were more likely to land on their feet, because the fall was intentional and 
therefore the forces of impact were transmitted through the lower limb.  In contrast, accidental 
fallers were more likely to land in a variety of positions with the force of the impact spread 
through various areas of the body. 
Tibia 
 
 Fractures of the tibia can be divided into proximal, shaft, and distal injuries (Adams and 
Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997).  Proximal tibia fractures usually involve the lateral condyle, and to 
a lesser degree, the medial condyle or both condyles are involved in fractures.  Injuries of the 
lateral condyle occur when a force abducts the tibia upon the femur while the foot is planted.  
This can occur when the bumper of a car strikes the area outside the knee, which is commonly 
referred to as a “bumper fracture” (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997).  In addition, 
osteoporotic women past middle age often exhibit injuries of the tibia.  Injuries of the proximal 
tibia usually occur in three varieties.  The first type is a comminuted compression fracture, which 
is most common and occurs at the lateral condyle.  The second type is a depressed plateau injury, 
which is less common and less fragmentary since it involves the displacement of a single piece 
of bone.  The third type is an oblique shearing fracture that is the least common and results in a 
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single piece being displaced with less fragmentation than the previous two types (Adams and 
Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997).   
Fractures of the shaft often involve the fibula and result from an angulatory or rotational 
force.  If the force is angulatory, the fracture of the tibia and fibula will occur at the same level; 
however if the force is rotational, the fractures will spiral at different levels.  The tibia is most 
often affected at the middle and lower thirds, whereas the fibula is usually affected at the middle 
and upper thirds (Adams and Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997).  In addition, fractures of the tibia 
tend to result in open wounds more often than any other injury (Adams and Hamblen 1999; 
Lovell 1997).  This can lead to an increased incidence of bacterial infection (e.g. osteomyelitis, 
periostitis), as well as complications in how the bone unites.  Tibia fractures are commonly 
associated with skin wounds, and this creates infection rates for the tibia that are higher than any 
other bone.  In modern cases of tibia fracture, however, there are fewer infections due to 
pervasive medical care and the use of antibiotics in the early stages of injury (Adams and 
Hamblen 1999; Lovell 1997).   
Fractures of the distal segment of the tibia are usually one of two varieties: posterior 
marginal fractures and vertical compression fractures (Adams and Hamblen 1999).  Posterior 
marginal fractures of the tibia usually occur when the momentum of the body drives the tibia 
forward onto the foot.  This usually results in an additional fracture to one or both malleoli (see 
Figure 24) and may occur with an abduction/rotational injury, or an adduction injury.  If this 
particular injury is not reduced and restored, then it is highly likely that osteoarthritis will affect 
the area later in life (Adams and Hamblen 1999).  In contrast, vertical compression fractures 
usually result from a fall from a height.  These types of fractures tend to be uncommon and the  
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Figure 24.  A black female from the Hamann-Todd collection with an injury that affected 
both malleoli.  
 
severity of the force dictates the fracture pattern.  If there is moderate force involved in the 
injury, then the front of the articular surface is sheared off.  If the injury results from severe 
violence, then a comminuted fracture will result, which involves the entire inferior articular 
surface of the tibia and often the fibula as well (Adams and Hamblen 1999).   
 Grauer and Roberts (1996) found that the tibia and the fibula are among the most 
commonly fractured long bones.  They studied a cemetery population from St. Helen-on-the-
Walls, York, England.  The time of occupation spans from 1100 to 1550 A.D. with 1,014 
individuals represented.  Of the six instances of fracture among this population, distal fractures 
were the most common.  Falls are a common source of fractures of this type and can be caused 
by farming activities, as well as movement over rugged terrain.  These fractures were accidental 
in nature and are also commonly found in modern populations (Grauer and Roberts 1996). 
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Fibula 
 
 Fractures of the fibula usually occur in conjunction with a fracture of the tibia, or an 
ankle injury.  Isolated fractures of the fibula are uncommon, but can result from a direct blow 
over the bone, which commonly occurs at the shaft (Adams and Hamblen 1999).  Displacement 
at the fracture site is rarely severe, and if the patient is able to walk then the fracture may be 
overlooked.  This is due to the fact that the tibia acts as a natural splint in cases of isolated, fibula 
fractures, which preserves mobility of the limb.  In such cases, the individual may experience 
swelling and tenderness at the fracture site with the fracture going largely unnoticed (Adams and 
Hamblen 1999).  In addition, fatigue fractures are recognized in the fibula and may also occur as 
isolated injuries, though they tend to be more common in the metatarsals when fractures of this 
type are considered for the lower limb.  Fatigue fractures affect the distal third of the bone with 
the most frequency, but may occur elsewhere (Adams and Hamblen 1999).   
 Fractures of the lateral malleolus are more common than fatigue fractures (see Figure 24), 
and are caused by several types of forces (Adams and Hamblen 1999).  The lateral malleolus can 
be sheared off by an abduction or lateral rotation force, with the majority of cases attributed to 
the latter.  The lateral malleolus may also be avulsed by an adduction force, though it is less 
common.  The medial malleolus of the tibia is also susceptible to similar forces and may produce 
similar fracture patterns (Adams and Hamblen 1999).  In addition, fractures of the medial 
malleolus can create a fringe of periosteum that interrupts the borders of the fracture.  This shred 
of periosteum can impede reduction of the fracture, as well as overall union of the fracture, 
causing complications such as mal-union or non-union (Adams and Hamblen 1999).   In some 
cases, both malleoli can be fractured due to an abduction or lateral rotational force that is more 
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severe than those seen in cases of an isolated fracture (Adams and Hamblen 1999).  In many 
cases, the more severe injuries of this type tend to occur preferentially in males. 
 Judd and Roberts (1998) found the fibula to be the second-most fractured element among 
males, in their study of a medieval leper hospital in Britain.   This is most likely due to the fact 
that the fibula is frequently fractured in falls.  In a community where individuals are 
experiencing deteriorating eyesight, as well as the mobility of limbs, it is expected that fractures 
of this type will be prevalent.  These findings are supported by Judd and Roberts (1999) later 
study that focused on a medieval British farming village.  The fibula was again the second-most 
fractured element among males.  The majority of fractures occurred at the distal end of the bone, 
which is commonly seen in fractures due to falls.  In addition, the males of the society were also 
in close contact with horses and other domestic animals; therefore, a kick from an animal could 
also produce such an injury.  In general, fractures of the fibula in these areas tend to be indicators 
of a rigorous lifestyle that put individuals at risk of fracture due to accidents (Judd and Roberts 
1998; Judd and Roberts 1999). 
 The findings of Djuric et al. (2006) also support the findings from medieval British sites.  
In medieval Serbia, most fractures were seen among male individuals of the population, and the 
fibula was the most fractured element of the post-crania.  The community practiced rurally based 
agricultural activities that were most likely similar to their British counterparts.  There is a 
particularly rugged terrain associated with this farming community and Djuric et al. (2006) 
believe that this predisposed individuals to fractures from falls and created a high risk 
environment for fractures in general.  Fibula fractures resulting from falls are common in the 
archaeological record, especially those that involve the distal segment of the bone.  This pattern 
is also maintained in modern samples.  For example, Teh et al. (2003) found that in their study of 
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jumpers and fallers, the higher incidence of fibula fractures is seen in jumpers.  This is linked to 
the higher proportion of individuals who land on their feet, compared to individuals who fell 
unintentionally.  In general, fractures of the tibia and fibula may be good indicators of the 
environmental risk factors that characterize historical, as well as modern, populations, especially 
in reference to injuries from falls.  For additional pictures of fractures of this type, as well as all 
others, please refer to the Appendix. 
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Chapter 7: Materials and Methods 
 
 The present investigation was conducted using the Hamann-Todd Osteological Collection 
and the William M. Bass Donated Collection.  The Hamann- Todd Collection, housed at the 
Cleveland Museum of Natural History, represents remains curated beginning in 1912 and  
maintained by Dr. Todd until 1938.  There are several thousand individuals represented in the 
collection, and it is one of the largest collections in the world (Mensforth and Latimer 1989).  
The William M. Bass Collection at the University of Tennessee- Knoxville, represents remains 
curated as early as 1981 until present, and is therefore more recent than the Hamann-Todd 
Collection.  The earliest birth years in the Bass collection are confined to the early twentieth 
century, whereas the Hamann-Todd collection is comprised of individuals who may have been 
born in the early nineteenth century.  The collections can therefore be further described as a pre-
antibiotic population (Hamann-Todd) and a post-antibiotic population (Bass), which allows for 
visible differences to be noted in how and if fractures were treated, as well as any accompanying 
infection.  Both collections were analyzed to assess secular change in fracture patterning. 
 The total sample size includes 239 individuals from both collections (see Table 1).    A 
key difference in the composition of the two collections is that the William M. Bass collection 
only contains seven black females; therefore, they were not included in the more modern sample.  
The black females cannot therefore be compared across time, but they can be compared to 
contemporaneous black males, so data were collected for this group in the Hamann-Todd 
collection.  The disproportionately high number of white males in the Bass collection reflects the 
demographics of the collection as a whole, since the majority of the collection is composed of  
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Table 1.  The composition of both collections in the analysis. 
N‟s 
Collection           White males      Black males      White females      Black females   Total 
Bass                              53                  30                       32                          0                115 
Hamann-Todd              33                  31                       30                          30              124 
Total                             86                  61                       62                          30              239 
 
white males (65%).  In addition, the sample size of each sex and ancestral group was kept at a 
minimum of 30 or more to allow for increased statistical power and clarity.   
 The analysis of both collections was conducted macroscopically without the aid of 
radiographs.  Only complete, adult specimens were used to allow for greater statistical power, 
according to the method of Lovejoy and Heiple (1981) and Judd (2002).  Each element of the 
skeleton, except for hands and feet, was visually inspected for the presence or absence of 
fractures.  If a fracture was found, then the location was noted for each separate fracture in a 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.  Photographs were taken of especially interesting fractures, as well 
as those that were diagnostic of a particular injury for an individual bone (e.g. a Colle‟s fracture 
of the radius).  Because the frequency and pattern of fractures are the focus of this study, gunshot 
fractures were included, but no estimation of caliber size was made.  Photographs were taken 
with a Canon Powershot  A590 IS digital camera against a black felt background on a laboratory 
camera stand.  The light source was confined to those provided by the lights in the laboratory.   
 Demographic information was recorded for each individual and includes age, sex, and 
ancestry.  If information on manner and/or cause of death was available, it was also recorded for 
each individual.  There were 15 categories assigned for cause of death: (0) unknown, (1) natural, 
(2) alcoholism, (3) accident, (4) fall, (5) blunt trauma, (6) heart disease, (7) drowning, (8) 
gunshot wound, (9) motor vehicle accident, (10) respiratory disease, (11) homicide, (12) suicide, 
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(13) miscellaneous, and (14) overdose.  Age groups were devised as five separate groups starting 
with group one, which consists of individuals thirty four years and under.  Group two consists of 
individuals aged 35 to 44 years.  Group three includes individuals aged 45 to 54 years.  Group 
four consists of individuals aged 55 to 64 years.  Lastly, Group five is composed of individuals 
aged  65 years and older.  It was necessary to collapse the oldest and youngest age groups due to 
the low numbers of individuals in these age categories, therefore allowing for more clarity and 
power in the statistical analyses.  In order to further an accurate comparison between the two 
collections, it is necessary to confine the ages to the same range, despite the fact that the 
Hamann-Todd Collection does include sub-adults.  Ancestry has been limited to individuals of 
European and African descent, due to the higher percentage of these individuals found in each 
collection.  The trauma analyzed represents fractures because both collections are osteological in 
nature.   
Fractures were scored as either present (1) or absent (0) and were further assessed by 
location.  The area of fracture on each long bone (clavicle, humerus, radius, ulna, femur, tibia, 
and fibula) was recorded as proximal, middle, or distal third according to Lovejoy and Heiple 
(1981).  Fractures of the cranium were recorded according to bones affected (e.g. frontal, 
temporals, parietals, zygomas, maxilla, mandible, orbits, nasals, and occipital).  Five regions of 
the body have been defined to aid in the statistical analysis of this investigation; as Novak (1999) 
ascertained, there may be several bones of the body affected by a single blow or fracturing event, 
so defining regions reduces this confounding effect on the statistical analyses.  These regions are 
(1) cranium (frontal, nasals, maxilla, mandible, zygomas, parietals, temporals, occipital), (2) 
trunk (ribs, sternum(corpus sterni and manubrium), clavicles, vertebrae), (3) upper 
limb (scapulae, humerus, ulna and radius), (4) pelvis (ilium, ischium, pubis, sacrum), and (5) 
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lower limb (femur, patella, tibia and fibula).   The hands and feet have been removed from this 
analysis, because they may be incomplete in the skeletal remains in the Bass Collection due to 
taphonomic forces.  It is important to remember that the Bass Collection is skeletonized at an 
outdoor facility, and therefore is subject to weather and animal activity that is not experienced in 
the Hamann-Todd Collection, which affects the completeness of some of the elements of the 
hands and feet (Calce and Rogers 2007).  
Fractures of the more irregularly shaped bones of the human skeleton were scored 
according to diagnostic skeletal features to maintain consistency across individuals.  The ribs 
were divided into three portions: anterior (anterior third, starting at the sternal rib end), middle 
(encompassing the middle third of the bone), and posterior (starting at the angle and terminating 
at the rib head).  Fractures of the sternum were classified according to region affected: 
manubrium, corpus sterni, and/or xiphoid process.  The vertebrae were scored as fractured along 
the three main types, which include cervical, thoracic and lumbar vertebrae and were not further 
subdivided by osteological features to maintain consistency across both collections and to allow 
for a clearer statistical interpretation.   The bones of the os coxa were also scored by region 
affected, which includes ilium, ischium, and pubis.  The sacrum and coccyx were scored as 
either having a fracture or not having a fracture, since the area on the bone (e.g. anterior, 
posterior, superior, inferior, etc) adds little more to the understanding of fracture rates in this 
study.  The scoring of all bones is intended to maximize statistical clarity.  
Statistical analyses were performed using  SAS Version 9.1.3 (2003) and SPSS Version 
16.0 (2007).  The frequency data generated by the two collections in this study were analyzed 
using cross-tabulations, to determine if any differences occurred between the earlier and later 
populations, as well as between age, sex, and ancestry groups.  Cross-tabulations were made 
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using a Chi-square test.  These tests were accompanied by a count, expected count, and adjusted 
residual.  The expected values and adjusted residuals are used to show where the cell 
dependencies are in the dataset.  Adjusted residuals equal to or greater than 2.0 indicate 
significant differences between actual and expected cell counts.  An adjusted residual with a 
positive value indicates that there are more actual fractures than expected, whereas a negative 
value indicates that there are fewer actual fractures than expected.  Multivariate analyses were 
chosen for both the robustness of the tests, as well as their ability to discriminate between groups 
with frequency data and a high number of factors.  Since the majority of the data is divided into 
numeric approximations for categorical data (e.g. a score of 0, 1, for the presence of fracture), a 
Chi-square test is the most appropriate.    
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Chapter 8: Results 
 
 
 The overall fracture counts for both the William M. Bass collection and the Hamann-
Todd collection are presented in Table 2.  The location of each fracture is displayed as right or 
left (R or L) for paired bones followed by the bone (e.g. Radius) and location on the bone 
(proximal third =Prox, middle third= Mid, distal third= Dist) for long bones.  The areas with the 
highest frequencies of fracture are the head, ribs, vertebrae, proximal right femur, proximal 
fibulae, left scapula, sacrum, and sternum.  There are distinct differences, however, across 
ancestry and sex in relation to where fractures most often occur. 
 The similarities and differences between black and white individuals are evident in both 
the William M. Bass collection and the Hamann-Todd Collection.  The five locations with the 
highest frequencies of fracture are identified and show differences among the black and white 
populations, as well as the two collections (see Tables 3 and 4).  In the Bass sample, the white 
population had the largest number of fractures in the ribs (n=46), followed by the nasal bones 
(n=31), thoracic vertebrae (n=20), corpus sterni (n=16), and the frontal, right zygoma, and left 
temporal, which all had a fracture count of 11 (see Table 3).  In the black sample, the ribs and 
nasals both had 12 fractures present, followed by the left orbit, corpus sterni and left proximal 
fibula, which had three fractures each.  In both samples, the ribs and nasals are the most affected 
regions.  The white population shows more facial fractures and the black population has more 
post-cranial fractures.  These patterns are echoed in the Hamann-Todd collection; however, there 
are still apparent differences among the black and white samples.   
In the Hamann-Todd sample, the areas that were most affected among white individuals 
were the ribs (n=29) and nasals (n=25), followed by the left temporal (n=11), frontal (n=10) and  
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Table 2. The overall prevalence of fractures by location for both collections. 
 
Bone Fracture Count Bone Fracture Count 
Frontal 25 R Ulna Mid 3 
Maxilla 23 R Ulna Dist 6 
Mandible 18 Ribs 112 
Nasal 80 Cervical Verts 5 
L Orbit  17 Thoracic Verts 22 
R Orbit 15 Lumbar Verts 12 
L Zygoma 23 Manubrium 14 
R Zygoma 21 Corpus sterni 33 
L Parietal 18 Sacrum   24 
R Parietal 20 L Ilium 6 
L Temporal 26 R Ilium 7 
R Temporal 28 L Ischium 4 
Occipital 20 R Ischium 5 
L Clavicle Med 12 L Pubis 7 
R Clavicle Med 6 R Pubis 6 
L Clavicle Lat 9 L Femur Prox 8 
R Clavicle Lat 2 L Femur Mid 9 
L Scapula 13 L Femur Dist 3 
R Scapula 8 R Femur Prox 12 
L Humerus Prox 7 R Femur Mid 5 
L Humerus Mid 3 R Femur Dist 0 
L Humerus Dist 1 L Patella 2 
R Humerus Prox 3 R Patella 3 
R Humerus Mid 0 L Tibia Prox 5 
R Humerus Dist 0 L Tibia Mid 4 
L Radius Prox 2 L Tibia Dist 3 
L Radius Mid 2 R Tibia Prox 9 
L Radius Dist 2 R Tibia Mid 9 
R Radius Prox 2 R Tibia Dist 3 
R Radius Mid 1 L Fibula Prox 10 
R Radius Dist 9 L Fibula Mid 2 
L Ulna Prox 3 L Fibula Dist 11 
L Ulna Mid 3 R Fibula Prox 10 
L Ulna Dist 6 R Fibula Mid 3 
R Ulna Prox 2 R Fibula Dist 7 
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Table 3. The overall prevalence of fractures by location and ancestry for the Bass 
collection. 
 
Bone White 
fracture 
count 
(n=85) 
Black 
fracture 
count 
(n=30) 
Bone White 
fracture 
count 
(n=85) 
Black 
fracture 
count 
(n=30) 
Frontal 11 2 R Ulna Mid 2 1 
Maxilla 9 2 R Ulna Dist 3 1 
Mandible 8 2 Ribs 46 12 
Nasal 31 12 Cervical Verts 0 0 
L Orbit  5 3 Thoracic 
Verts 
20 1 
R Orbit 8 1 Lumbar Verts 5 2 
L Zygoma 10 2 Manubrium 7 0 
R Zygoma 11 0 Corpus sterni 16 3 
L Parietal 10 1 Sacrum   9 2 
R Parietal 8 1 L Ilium 1 1 
L Temporal 11 1 R Ilium 3 2 
R Temporal 9 1 L Ischium 3 1 
Occipital 8 2 R Ischium 4 1 
L Clavicle Med 4 0 L Pubis 3 1 
R Clavicle Med 2 0 R Pubis 4 1 
L Clavicle Lat 5 1 L Femur Prox 6 1 
R Clavicle Lat 2 0 L Femur Mid 5 1 
L Scapula 6 2 L Femur Dist 2 0 
R Scapula 3 0 R Femur Prox 8 2 
L Humerus Prox 3 0 R Femur Mid 3 1 
L Humerus Mid 2 1 R Femur Dist 0 0 
L Humerus Dist 0 0 L Patella 2 0 
R Humerus Prox 1 2 R Patella 2 1 
R Humerus Mid 0 0 L Tibia Prox 2 2 
R Humerus Dist 0 0 L Tibia Mid 1 2 
L Radius Prox 1 0 L Tibia Dist 0 1 
L Radius Mid 1 0 R Tibia Prox 4 1 
L Radius Dist 2 0 R Tibia Mid 2 0 
R Radius Prox 0 1 R Tibia Dist 1 0 
R Radius Mid 1 0 L Fibula Prox 2 3 
R Radius Dist 2 1 L Fibula Mid 2 0 
L Ulna Prox 2 0 L Fibula Dist 2 2 
L Ulna Mid 1 1 R Fibula Prox 2 2 
L Ulna Dist 3 1 R Fibula Mid 1 0 
R Ulna Prox 2 0 R Fibula Dist 2 0 
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Table 4. The overall prevalence of fractures by location and ancestry for the Hamann-Todd 
collection. 
 
Bone White 
fracture 
count 
(n=63) 
Black 
fracture 
count 
(n=61) 
Bone White 
fracture 
count 
(n=63) 
Black 
fracture 
count 
(n=61) 
Frontal 10 2 R Ulna Mid 0 0 
Maxilla 10 2 R Ulna Dist 1 1 
Mandible 3 5 Ribs 29 25 
Nasal 25 12 Cervical Verts 4 1 
L Orbit  8 1 Thoracic 
Verts 
1 0 
R Orbit 5 1 Lumbar Verts 3 2 
L Zygoma 7 4 Manubrium 4 3 
R Zygoma 6 4 Corpus sterni 4 10 
L Parietal 6 1 Sacrum   8 5 
R Parietal 5 6 L Ilium 1 3 
L Temporal 11 3 R Ilium 0 2 
R Temporal 9 9 L Ischium 0 0 
Occipital 4 6 R Ischium 0 0 
L Clavicle Med 6 2 L Pubis 1 2 
R Clavicle Med 1 3 R Pubis 1 0 
L Clavicle Lat 3 0 L Femur Prox 1 0 
R Clavicle Lat 0 0 L Femur Mid 3 0 
L Scapula 3 2 L Femur Dist 0 1 
R Scapula 2 3 R Femur Prox 2 0 
L Humerus Prox 1 3 R Femur Mid 1 0 
L Humerus Mid 0 0 R Femur Dist 0 0 
L Humerus Dist 0 1 L Patella 0 0 
R Humerus Prox 0 0 R Patella 0 0 
R Humerus Mid 0 0 L Tibia Prox 0 1 
R Humerus Dist 0 0 L Tibia Mid 0 1 
L Radius Prox 0 1 L Tibia Dist 0 2 
L Radius Mid 0 1 R Tibia Prox 2 2 
L Radius Dist 0 0 R Tibia Mid 4 3 
R Radius Prox 0 1 R Tibia Dist 1 1 
R Radius Mid 0 0 L Fibula Prox 1 4 
R Radius Dist 2 4 L Fibula Mid 0 0 
L Ulna Prox 0 1 L Fibula Dist 0 7 
L Ulna Mid 0 1 R Fibula Prox 3 3 
L Ulna Dist 0 2 R Fibula Mid 1 1 
R Ulna Prox 0 0 R Fibula Dist 2 3 
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maxilla (n=10).  The most affected areas among the black individuals were the ribs (n=25) and 
nasals (n=12), followed by the corpus sterni (n=10), right temporal (n=9), and left distal fibula 
(n=7) (see Table 4).  The patterns seen in the Bass collection are maintained, as the white sample 
shows more facial injury and the ribs and nasals remain the most affected areas of the skeleton. 
The trend continues, as the populations are assessed based on sex, with many injuries involving 
the cranium, ribs, and sternum. 
 In the Bass and Hamann-Todd collections, it appears that there are differences 
among male and female samples in reference to where fractures occur (see Tables 5 and 6).  In 
the Bass collection, males are most frequently fractured at the ribs (n=41) and nasals (n=34), 
followed by the frontal and corpus sterni which each have 13 fractures present, and lastly the left 
zygoma and left temporal which each have 12 fractures (see Table 5).  In the female sample, the 
most frequently fractured elements are again the ribs (n=17), but the second most fractured area 
is the thoracic vertebrae (n=11), followed by the nasals (n=9), corpus sterni (n=6) and right 
proximal femur (n=6).  The ribs emerge again as the most fractured element, but the female 
sample introduces a different area for second most fractured location, the thoracic vertebrae.  
There is a clear departure from the pattern seen in the males, as well as the analyses based on 
ancestry, since all samples in the ancestry analysis had the ribs and nasals as first and second 
highest fracture areas.  This pattern is unique among the samples, as the Hamann-Todd sex data 
also conform to the pattern seen in the ancestry tables. 
 In the Hamann-Todd collection, the male sample is most often fractured at the 
ribs (n=28) and nasals (n=19), followed by the right temporal (n=15), left temporal (n=11) and 
the frontal and right zygoma which each have 10 fractures.  The female sample also has the 
highest number of fractures in the ribs (n=26) and nasals (n=18), as well as the corpus sterni  
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Table 5. The overall prevalence of fractures by location and sex for the Bass collection. 
 
Bone Male 
fracture 
count 
(n=83) 
Female 
fracture 
count 
(n=32) 
Bone Male 
fracture 
count 
(n=83) 
Female 
fracture 
count 
(n=32) 
Frontal 13 0 R Ulna Mid 2 1 
Maxilla 9 2 R Ulna Dist 3 1 
Mandible 8 2 Ribs 41 17 
Nasal 34 9 Cervical Verts 0 0 
L Orbit  8 0 Thoracic 
Verts 
10 11 
R Orbit 8 1 Lumbar Verts 5 2 
L Zygoma 12 0 Manubrium 4 3 
R Zygoma 10 1 Corpus sterni 13 6 
L Parietal 10 1 Sacrum   6 5 
R Parietal 9 0 L Ilium 1 1 
L Temporal 12 0 R Ilium 4 1 
R Temporal 10 0 L Ischium 3 1 
Occipital 9 1 R Ischium 3 2 
L Clavicle Med 3 1 L Pubis 2 2 
R Clavicle Med 1 1 R Pubis 3 2 
L Clavicle Lat 4 2 L Femur Prox 6 1 
R Clavicle Lat 1 1 L Femur Mid 3 3 
L Scapula 6 2 L Femur Dist 0 2 
R Scapula 3 0 R Femur Prox 4 6 
L Humerus Prox 2 1 R Femur Mid 3 1 
L Humerus Mid 1 2 R Femur Dist 0 0 
L Humerus Dist 0 0 L Patella 2 0 
R Humerus Prox 2 1 R Patella 3 0 
R Humerus Mid 0 0 L Tibia Prox 4 0 
R Humerus Dist 0 0 L Tibia Mid 3 0 
L Radius Prox 0 1 L Tibia Dist 1 0 
L Radius Mid 0 1 R Tibia Prox 4 1 
L Radius Dist 1 1 R Tibia Mid 1 1 
R Radius Prox 1 0 R Tibia Dist 0 1 
R Radius Mid 0 1 L Fibula Prox 5 0 
R Radius Dist 2 1 L Fibula Mid 1 1 
L Ulna Prox 1 1 L Fibula Dist 3 1 
L Ulna Mid 2 0 R Fibula Prox 4 0 
L Ulna Dist 4 0 R Fibula Mid 1 0 
R Ulna Prox 1 1 R Fibula Dist 0 2 
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Table 6. The overall prevalence of fractures by location and sex for the Hamann-Todd 
collection. 
 
Bone Male 
fracture 
count 
(n=64) 
Female 
fracture 
count 
(n=60) 
Bone Male 
fracture 
count 
(n=64) 
Female 
fracture 
count 
(n=60) 
Frontal 10 2 R Ulna Mid 0 0 
Maxilla 7 5 R Ulna Dist 1 1 
Mandible 5 3 Ribs 28 26 
Nasal 19 18 Cervical Verts 3 2 
L Orbit  6 3 Thoracic 
Verts 
1 0 
R Orbit 6 0 Lumbar Verts 2 3 
L Zygoma 8 3 Manubrium 5 2 
R Zygoma 10 0 Corpus sterni 6 8 
L Parietal 6 1 Sacrum   6 7 
R Parietal 9 2 L Ilium 4 0 
L Temporal 11 3 R Ilium 2 0 
R Temporal 15 3 L Ischium 0 0 
Occipital 8 2 R Ischium 0 0 
L Clavicle Med 6 2 L Pubis 3 0 
R Clavicle Med 4 0 R Pubis 1 0 
L Clavicle Lat 2 1 L Femur Prox 1 0 
R Clavicle Lat 0 0 L Femur Mid 3 0 
L Scapula 3 2 L Femur Dist 1 0 
R Scapula 4 1 R Femur Prox 2 0 
L Humerus Prox 3 1 R Femur Mid 1 0 
L Humerus Mid 0 0 R Femur Dist 0 0 
L Humerus Dist 0 1 L Patella 0 0 
R Humerus Prox 0 0 R Patella 0 0 
R Humerus Mid 0 0 L Tibia Prox 1 0 
R Humerus Dist 0 0 L Tibia Mid 0 1 
L Radius Prox 0 1 L Tibia Dist 1 1 
L Radius Mid 0 1 R Tibia Prox 3 1 
L Radius Dist 0 0 R Tibia Mid 4 3 
R Radius Prox 1 0 R Tibia Dist 1 1 
R Radius Mid 0 0 L Fibula Prox 3 2 
R Radius Dist 2 4 L Fibula Mid 0 0 
L Ulna Prox 0 1 L Fibula Dist 4 3 
L Ulna Mid 0 1 R Fibula Prox 5 1 
L Ulna Dist 0 2 R Fibula Mid 1 1 
R Ulna Prox 0 0 R Fibula Dist 2 3 
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(n=8), sacrum (n=7) and the maxilla (n=5).  In general, the male sample shows higher rates of 
facial fracture than the female population.   
Cross-tabulations: Group versus bone 
 
 
 In the statistical analyses performed in SAS and SPSS, the long bones are pooled, without 
distinction for proximal, middle, or distal thirds, in order to facilitate a clearer analysis.  The first 
test that was run is a cross-tabulation  of group membership (which is based on collection, 
ancestry, and sex e.g. Hamann black male, Bass white female, etc.) with an accompanied Chi-
square test to diagnose where the differences in fracture counts occurred, which was run using 
SPSS 16.0.  The cross-tabulations were used to aid variable selection in logistic regression, since 
there are many cells that contain a value of zero, which can confound model selection, as well as 
model validity.  There were ten bones that showed significant Chi-square values, which include 
the frontal, right orbit, right zygoma, left and right parietal, left and right temporal, thoracic 
vertebrae, right femur, and left tibia.  The null hypotheses are that group membership and 
presence/absence of breaks in each bone are independent. This means that there is no pattern of 
occurrence of breaks associated with a particular group.  An alpha value of less than 0.05 
indicates that there are statistically significant differences present in the fracture counts (see 
Table 7), which allows a rejection of the null hypothesis showing that there is an association 
between group membership and pattern of breaks for each bone.   
The Chi-square, however, does not provide information on where differences exist in the 
sample.  The expected values and adjusted residuals are used to show where the cell 
dependencies are in the dataset (see Table 8).  Adjusted residuals that are equal to or greater than  
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Table 7.  The Pearson Chi-Square test for the significant (alpha=0.05) and non-significant 
bones.  The degrees of freedom are based on the class variable, which codes seven variables 
for Hamann black male, Bass white female, etc. 
 
Bone Value Degrees of freedom Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided) 
Frontal 21.386 6 0.002 
Right Zygoma 14.238 6 0.027 
Right Parietal 12.706 6 0.048 
Left Parietal 15.227 6 0.019 
Right Temporal 21.243 6 0.002 
Left Temporal 20.810 6 0.002 
Right Orbit 20.960 6 0.002 
Thoracic Vertebrae 41.712 6 0.000 
Right Femur 19.487 6 0.003 
Left Tibia 13.903 6 0.031 
Maxilla 7.581 6 0.270 
Nasals 9.420 6 0.151 
Mandible 4.236 6 0.645 
Left Zygoma 11.743 6 0.068 
Left Orbit 9.873 6 0.130 
Occipital 7.170 6 0.305 
Left Clavicle 5.429 6 0.490 
Right Clavicle 7.830 6 0.251 
Left Scapula 5.039 6 0.539 
Right Scapula 5.737 6 0.453 
Left Humerus 4.019 6 0.674 
Right Humerus 10.240 6 0.115 
Left Ulna 9.794 6 0.134 
Right Ulna 6.237 6 0.397 
Left Radius 8.427 6 0.208 
Right Radius 3.509 6 0.743 
Ribs 3.547 6 0.738 
Cervical Vertebrae 11.463 6 0.075 
Lumbar Vertebrae 1.150 6 0.979 
Left Femur 8.642 6 0.195 
Patellae 8.276 6 0.219 
Right Tibia 3.151 6 0.790 
Left Fibula 8.564 6 0.200 
Right Fibula 0.989 6 0.986 
Corpus sterni 6.100 6 0.412 
Manubrium 4.198 6 0.650 
Sacrum 3.721 6 0.714 
Ilium 8.517 6 0.203 
Ischium 7.253 6 0.298 
Pubis 5.808 6 0.445 
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Table 8.  The adjusted residuals for Chi-square significant differences by group and bone. 
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2.0 indicate significant differences between observed and expected cell counts.  In the frontal 
table, the adjusted residuals show that Hamann black females and Bass white females have 
significantly fewer breaks than are expected.  In contrast, Hamann white males and Bass white 
males have significantly more breaks than are expected.  This same pattern is seen in the right 
orbit, and right zygoma.  The patterns in the right and left parietal show that only the Bass white 
males have more fractures than expected.  The left temporal shows more fractures than expected 
for the Bass and Hamann white males, however the Bass white females have fewer fractures than 
expected.  There are more right temporal breaks than expected for the Hamann white males, 
whereas there were fewer than expected for the white females in both collections.  In the post-
cranial elements, the thoracic vertebrae have more fractures than expected for Bass white males 
and females.  The right femur also displayed more fractures than expected for Bass white 
females.  In contrast, the Bass black males have more breaks than expected for the left tibia. 
 
Cross-tabulations: Group versus age groups 
 
 
In addition to location of fractures, the age of individuals was also collected to see if 
differences existed among the groups in reference to peri-mortem fracture occurrence and age.  
The null hypothesis states that group membership and presence/absence of breaks among age 
groups are independent. This means that there is no pattern of occurrence of breaks with any one 
group. You cannot reject Ho and must conclude that there is no association between group and 
pattern of breaks based on age (see Table 9). 
If each bone is compared separately, then only two have significant differences among 
age groups: the mandible and the lumbar vertebrae.  There are more mandibular fractures than  
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Table 9.  The Chi- square tests for group versus age. 
 
Chi-Square Tests 
 
Value df 
Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 3.536E1 24 .063 
Likelihood Ratio 39.309 24 .025 
Linear-by-Linear 
Association 
2.913 1 .088 
N of Valid Cases 90   
 
expected for the third age group (Chi square= 0.05, df= 4, adjusted residual= 2.2).  In addition, 
there are also more lumbar breaks than expected for the fifth age group (Chi square=0.035, df= 
4, adjusted residual= 3.2).  Overall, there are few differences among age groups in reference to 
peri-mortem breaks.   
Cross-tabulations: COD group by bone 
 
 Cross- tabulations were also performed on the data comparing each bone‟s fracture 
counts across the 15 cause of death groups, as well as an overall fracture count per cause of death 
group (see Table 10).  There were 15 statistically significant bones based on a Chi-square test of 
peri-mortem fractures (see Table 11): frontal, maxilla, right zygoma, both parietals, left 
temporal, left radius, left ulna, ribs, corpus sterni, sacrum, pubis, right fibula, and both tibiae.  
The adjusted residuals are listed for each bone in Table 12, along with cause of death (COD) 
group association.  All elements and groups in the listed table had more fractures than expected, 
except for group 11, 12, and 13, which had fewer fractures than expected at the left temporal, 
ribs, and left parietal, respectively.  The three groups that had consistently more fractures than  
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Table 10.  The overall fracture counts by bone and COD for all fractures. 
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Table 11.  The cross-tabulations using Pearson’s Chi-square of COD group by fractures for 
each significant (alpha= 0.05) and non-significant bone (df=14). 
 
Bone P-value 
Frontal  0.020 
Maxilla  0.049 
R Zygoma 0.046 
L Parietal 0.002 
R Parietal 0.007 
L Temporal 0.001 
Corpus sterni 0.025 
L Radius 0.000 
L Ulna 0.003 
Ribs 0.003 
R Fibula 0.022 
L Tibia 0.020 
R Tibia 0.007 
Sacrum 0.003 
Pubis 0.007 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 12.  The adjusted residuals for significant bones by COD group. 
 
Bone COD 
Adj. 
Resid. Bone COD 
Adj. 
Resid. 
Frontal 5 2.7  5 2 
 12 2.4  7 3.2 
Maxilla 5 3.1 Corpus sterni 0 2.4 
R Zygoma 0 2.2 Ribs 4 2.4 
L Parietal 0 2.1  7 2.1 
 12 3.5  9 2.4 
 13 -2.1  12 -2.3 
R Parietal 5 3.8 R Fibula 9 4.5 
 12 2.2 L Tibia 9 4.6 
L Temporal 5 3.3 R Tibia 9 4.7 
 11 -2.4 Sacrum 0 3.2 
 12 3.2  9 3.1 
L Radius 3 6.7 Pubis 0 3.2 
L Ulna 3 3.2  9 3.1 
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expected are group five (blunt force trauma), group nine ( vehicular accident) and group 12 
(suicide).  These results, not surprisingly, indicate that there is an association between cause of 
death and region affected. 
Cross-tabulations: COD by Group 
 
 The Chi-squared tests for cause of death showed significant differences between the Bass 
and Hamann-Todd collections (Pearson Chi-square=1.425E2, df= 60, p value= 0.000).  The 
adjusted residuals for several groups were above the 2.0 level, which indicates that they represent 
a significant difference from the expected counts (see Table 13).  In particular, the Bass 
collection shows a greater number of individuals that died as a result of unknown causes, 
accidents, heart disease, blunt force trauma, drowning, and gunshot wounds.  In contrast, the 
Hamann-Todd collection displays more than the expected counts for the miscellaneous category, 
homicide, suicide, falls, and heart disease.  In general, both samples represent a heterogeneous 
collection of causes of death. 
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Table 13.  Chi-squared test for group and cause of death with adjusted residuals and 
expected counts. 
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Chapter 9: Discussion 
 
 These analyses show that there may be an association between fractures and group 
membership.  The associations between group membership and location of fractures, as well as 
cause of death,  provide insight into the nature of these traumata, and support many of the 
findings of previous fracture studies.  Overall, there is significant variation found between the 
seven groups included in this study, which helps garner a further understanding of modern injury 
patterns. 
 Among the significant (i.e. Chi-squared test significant) cranial bones we see several 
patterns emerge, the first being that white males tend to have more fractures than expected.  In 
particular, both white male groups experienced more fractures than expected for four of the 
seven cranial bones: frontal, right orbit, right zygoma, and left temporal.  In addition, Bass white 
males also have more fractures than expected for the parietals, making a total of six out of the 
seven fracture counts larger than expected.  The Hamann-Todd white males also had higher 
fracture counts than expected for the right temporal, making five out of the seven counts larger 
than expected.  It appears that white males are experiencing more traumatic injuries than the 
other groups throughout time.  These findings are consistent with earlier studies that reveal a bias 
toward white, male traumatic injury (Breiting et al. 1989a; Gunay et al. 2001; Stirland 1996).  
The opposite trend is seen among the female groups in both collections. 
 In particular, white females tend to show fewer fractures than expected among the cranial 
bones.  The Bass white females had fewer fractures for the frontal, left temporal, and right 
temporal.  The Hamann-Todd white females also had fewer fractures for the right temporal, 
whereas the Hamann-Todd black females had fewer fractures for the left temporal and frontal.  
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In general, this shows a trend toward less facial trauma than expected among the female groups, 
particularly modern white females.  This could indicate a decrease in domestic injuries over time, 
since many studies of violence identify the head and neck as principle target areas for these types 
of attacks (Breiting et al. 1989a; Breiting et al. 1989b; Busuito et al. 1986; Muelleman et al. 
1996; Novak 1999).  This may be one of several trends toward differences in injury patterns over 
time. 
In the post-crania, there appears to be higher fracture counts than expected only for the 
Bass collection.   The Bass white females experience more fractures than expected for the 
thoracic vertebrae and right femur.  The Bass black male group is the only other group to show a 
divergence from the expected counts, as they have more left tibia fractures than expected.  
Therefore, there seems to be a predisposition toward more post-cranial fractures in the more 
modern sample.  The results from the Bass white females are consistent with several earlier 
studies that show white females are more susceptible to stress and fragility fractures, including 
those of the vertebrae and femur, than are other groups (Beck et al. 2000; Farmer et al. 1984; 
Jonsson et al. 1992; Jonsson et al. 1993).  This is related to the changes in the rate of bone 
deposition described by Nystrom and Buikstra (2005) that results in bone loss and redistribution 
after the age of 40 years.  In the current sample, the Hamann-Todd white females have more 
fractures than expected for the fourth age group (i.e. 55 years -64 years), which indicates there is 
an increased susceptibility compared to other age groups, like the first age group (less than 35 
years old), where there are fewer fractures than predicted for this same group.  There are also 
more lumbar vertebral fractures than expected for the fifth age group, which supports the claim 
that increased age and fragility lead to fractures of this type.  In addition, these results also 
highlight the issue that Farmer et al. (1984) outlined, in that the black female group did not 
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experience increased fracture counts, so there must be some factor beyond gender that is 
affecting these rates.  In addition, the Bass white males had more fractures than expected for the 
third age group (45-54 years), which indicates that a more active lifestyle during the wage-
earning years may predispose us to more injury.  
There are many aspects of modern living that can predispose an individual to specific 
trauma; for example, the increased use of automobiles, tobacco and alcohol use, and a more 
sedentary lifestyle (Bacon and Hadden 2000; Conroy et al. 2007; Herve et al. 1986; Jacobs and 
Sayer 1983).  Motor vehicle accidents have the ability to cause the most widespread trauma of all 
these factors.  Jacobs and Sayer (1983) have identified juveniles, young adults, and adults of 
early middle age as the highest risk groups for motor vehicle accidents.  In addition, Conroy et 
al. (2007) found that drivers and passengers are susceptible to injuries of the upper extremity, in 
particular.  In this study, the majority of injuries sustained by victims of motor vehicle accidents 
were found in the ribs, head, pelvis, and lower extremities.  This group had the widest 
distribution of injuries, since it covered not only driver/passenger accidents, but pedestrian 
accidents as well.  These fracture patterns differ widely from those individuals who died as a 
result of alcoholism, which represent a narrower range of injury. 
Among those individuals that had alcoholism listed as the cause of death, there appear to 
be two clear areas of injury: the nose and the ribs.  Herve et al. (1986) found that mortality and 
morbidity increase for chronic alcoholics, regardless of sex and age.  It has also been found that 
40% of industrial deaths and 47% of injuries are alcohol-related.  This means that cases of 
alcohol-related deaths may also be classified as accidents and may obscure the full effect that 
alcohol use has on injury patterns.  Breiting et al. (1989a) also report that in cases of intentional 
violence, 44% of male and female victims were intoxicated, with the most frequent form of 
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violence being blunt trauma to the face and neck.  As alcoholism may predispose an individual to 
violent encounters, it is not surprising to find that most injuries sustained by victims of 
alcoholism were to the face and torso (Breiting et al. 1989a; Muelleman et al. 1996).  In addition, 
a more sedentary lifestyle can also produce similar injuries, as there are greater risks of falling 
and accidental injuries in an urban setting. 
In previous studies, it has been acknowledged that there is an increased susceptibility to 
fractures among urban populations, as compared to rural communities (Grisso et al. 1991; 
Jonsson et al. 1992; Melton et al. 1999; Sanders et al. 2002; Sogaard et al. 2007).  It appears that 
increasing urbanization, lends itself to higher incidences of falls and road accidents, as well as 
fragility fractures.  Accidental falls, specifically, account for some of the highest injury/fracture 
rates in many studies (Alvrus 1999; Busch et al. 1986; Garraway et al. 1979; Grisso et al. 1991; 
Jonsson et al. 1992; Matthew et al. 1996; Neves et al. 1999).  Garraway et al. (1979) as well as 
Court-Brown and Koval (2006) identify falls from a standing height as the most prevalent type 
of fall in the fracture data.  In the current study, the majority of fractures due to falls were found 
in the cranium, torso, and pelvis.  Pelvic fractures can be due to vertical deceleration injuries that 
are transmitted through the legs and pelvis at the time of impact, and indicate a fall from a height 
greater than standing height (Scalea et al. 1986; Teh et al. 2003).  Sabiston and Wing (1986) 
have also found that that major pelvic fractures can have associated sacral fractures, which may 
account for the higher number of sacral fractures among fallers and victims of motor vehicle 
accidents in this sample.   
Road accidents are also a hallmark of increasing urbanization in a community and have 
presented problems in industrialized, as well as third world countries (Jacobs and Sayer 1983; 
Matthew et al. 1996).  In the present sample, the motor vehicle accidents account for the largest 
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numbers of lower limb fractures, which may indicate that there are several pedestrian accidents.  
The left tibia has a high number of fractures for the sample, which may indicate that these 
fractures are what are termed “bumper fractures” that result from an individual being struck by a 
vehicle at the level of the lower leg (Adams and Hamblen 1999).  In addition, there are a large 
number of cranial fractures that may be the result of an impact with a steering wheel, window, or 
interior surface of the vehicle (Conroy et al. 2007).  These types of injuries display a larger area 
of fracture than injuries due to a sedentary life, which tend to have narrower ranges of affected 
areas. 
The impact of urbanization has effects beyond the more direct causes of trauma like road 
accidents and falls.  Urban life for many individuals equates to a more sedentary life, as 
compared to the lives of individuals who live in rural communities (Sogaard et al. 2007).  The 
impact of changes in bone mineral density is seen most clearly in the fragility fractures acquired 
by the elderly (O‟Neill et al. 2001).  These fractures, usually at the distal forearm and hip, are 
indicators of an increased fragility across the body as a whole.  In particular, the rural 
populations see an increase in only fragility fractures after the age of 60, whereas the urban 
elderly see an increase in all fractures after the age of 60 (Jonsson et al. 1992).  In the present 
sample, only the Bass white females displayed more fractures of the right femur than expected.  
This may be an indication that they individuals were predisposed to accumulate more fragility 
fractures of this type.  As far as the distal forearm is concerned, there were no differences among 
the groups that would lead to a conclusion that these fractures were more associated with any one 
age group or ancestry/sex grouping.  This may be due in part to the fact that these injuries are 
also common among laborers who work on rugged terrain and/or carry and operate heavy 
equipment.  The New York Workmen‟s Compensation Board has reported that fractures of the 
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radius are a common type of injury (Bacorn and Kurtzke 1953).  The fact that the Hamann-Todd 
collection is comprised of more individuals from a low socio-economic status may make this 
type of injury more commonplace in younger individuals.  These types of fractures highlight the 
differences between the two collections, as well as the impact of socio-economic status on 
lifestyle, and therefore fracture rates. 
Socio-economic status is intricately tied to fracture rates in that it dictates the social, as 
well as physical, surroundings of the urban population.  Breiting et al. (1989b) identified women 
in low income, metropolitan areas as the group with the highest risk of experiencing domestic 
assaults.  Gunay et al. (2001) support this claim and also indicate that men in low income areas 
are also more likely to be victims of assault.  Limb fractures increase in low income areas as 
well, which can be attributed to increased alcohol use among males and impaired mobility 
among elderly females who must navigate the urban landscape, usually working well beyond 
traditional retirement years (Alffram and Bauer 1962; Garraway et al. 1979).  Grisso et al. (1991) 
identified the ribs, arms, skull, and face as likely targets for an assailant in cases of intentional 
violence.  The claims are supported by Busuito et al. (1986) who found that 65% of mandibular 
fractures are caused by fighting/assaults, and those urban areas where alcohol is imbibed in 
greater quantities experience greater numbers of reported fractures.  
In a more indirect fashion, hip fractures also increase in low income areas (Bacon and 
Hadden 2000).  These researchers found an inverse relationship between hip fracture rates and 
income level.  As income levels decrease, the number of hip fractures increase.  They attribute 
this fact to poor diet, tobacco use, lack of exercise, and inadequate preventative care found in 
these regions.  In the present study, nasal fractures were highest among the white males in both 
collections, as well as the white females and black males in the Bass collection.  This may not 
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indicate more assaults, however since the context of the fractures is often not known, therefore it 
would difficult to attribute these fractures to any one cause.  Rib fracture counts are highest 
among all groups and show no association with one group over another.   
The highest fracture counts were attributed to the ribs and nasals with some individuals 
experiencing more than one fracture.  This has been found in other studies, since these areas are 
often susceptible to not only violence, but traumatic injuries from falls and accidents as well 
(Komar and Lathrop 2006).  Klotzbuecher et al. (2000) found that if an individual sustains one 
fracture than they are at a greater risk of acquiring another.  Specifically, a prior vertebral 
fracture predisposes the individual to double the likelihood of another fracture if they are female.  
In addition, a prior wrist fracture creates twice the likelihood of a hip fracture and three times the 
likelihood of a vertebral fracture (Klotzbuecher et al. 2000).  Since hip and vertebral fractures are 
common among individuals with osteoporosis and the elderly, age may also play a role in the 
likelihood of experiencing another fracture (Alffram and Bauer 1962; O‟Neill et al. 2001). 
In the current study, there were several differences among ancestry/sex groups in relation 
to fracture counts by age group.  As stated earlier, the Hamann-Todd white females experienced 
higher fracture rates for the fourth age group. They were the only group to have more fractures 
than expected in later life.  In contrast, the Hamann-Todd white females had fewer fractures than 
expected for the first age group, which may indicate better access to preventive care and a less 
demanding social and work environment.  The Bass white females did not experience any 
deviations from the expected rate for any age groups, which may also be explained by better 
access to resources, including better medical care. The Bass white males show a higher fracture 
rate during the third age group, which coincides with the wage-earning years, as well as the point 
when bone mineral density issues may begin to surface.   Since the Hamann- Todd white females 
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show higher fracture rates for the fourth age group, but a decreased rate for the first age group, 
then this may be attributed to the fact that they are more comparable to today‟s rural women, 
who have more active reproductive years and suffer fewer fractures as a result (Jonsson et al. 
1992).  The fact that they differ from the Bass sample is also seen when causes of death are 
compared across both collections.   
In the Bass collection, the ancestry/sex groups have their highest numbers of individuals 
in the cause of death categories pertaining to unknown, accidental, heart disease, blunt force 
trauma, drowning, and gunshot-related deaths..  In contrast, Hamann-Todd individuals have their 
highest counts in the heart disease, suicide, homicide, fall, and miscellaneous category, which 
includes causes of death as varied as an infected rectum to paralysis of the insane (the last stages 
of syphilis).  The Hamann-Todd black males differ from the other three groups in that their 
highest counts belong in the homicide category, which may account for the large numbers of 
cranial fractures, as well as those of the lower limb.  Overall, the counts reveal that the more 
modern population (Bass) is just as heterogeneous (though varied in content), as the earlier 
collection (Hamann-Todd) in reference to cause of death, which may be an effect of the fact that 
both collections are based on a donation system.   
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Chapter 10: Conclusion 
 
 This study shows that there are certain differences between the fracture patterns of the 
Bass and Hamann-Todd collection.  These differences are seen across ancestry, sex, and age 
categories.  In addition, the causes of deaths showed differences between the two collections, 
though the magnitude of which is limited.  The variation inherent in the sample may be attributed 
to the fact that the Hamann-Todd collection was created from cadavers used in a medical school, 
which had usually been drawn from a more socio-economically disadvantaged population, as 
compared to the Bass donated collection.  In the future, it would be interesting to see if statistical 
analyses, such as clustering analysis or neural networks, may be appropriate in teasing out the 
relationships inherent in these two collections, as the differences tend to be slight. 
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Figure A25. Distal fractures of the tibia and fibula from the Hamann-Todd collection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A26. A fractured clavicle from the Hamann-Todd collection. 
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Figure A27. A fractured elbow from the Hamann-Todd collection. 
 
 
 
 
Figure A28. A nasal fracture from the Hamann-Todd collection. 
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Figure A29. A fracture of the mandible from the Hamann-Todd collection. 
 
 
 
 
Figure A30. An individual with mid-facial fractures from the Bass collection. 
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Figure A31. A fracture of the mandible from the Bass collection. 
 
 
 
 
Figure A32. An individual with multiple fractures to the right side of the face from the Bass 
collection. 
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